
Dear Parents/Carers,

Wow! We cannot believe we are nearly at the end of the school year already! We hope
that our final term in Reception together is as fun and exciting as all the rest. 

Our theme this term is ‘The Little Mermaid’. We are
going to be learning about the traditional fairy tale,
the characters, the magic and the moral behind the
story. Alongside this theme, we will learn about the
seaside, princesses, princes, knights, dragons and of
course our real queen, Queen Elizabeth.

To start our theme with a WOW moment, the children
are invited into school dressed as a character from ‘The Little Mermaid.’ Your child may
like to dress up as Ariel, the prince, the crab, a fish, the sea king or an octopus. You do
not need to buy a costume, your child may like to make a mask, wear a wig or wear
appropriate colour clothes to look like the character. The dress up day will be on the
first Monday back; Monday 5th June.

In Literacy, we are going to learn how to write independently for different purposes. The
children will be encouraged to apply all of the skills that they have learned so far. The
children will write instructions, invitations, letters and their own fairy tale stories. We
are looking for the children to: segment, apply spellings, use finger spaces, occasionally
use full stops, use some interesting words and most importantly, we are looking for
children to work independently and not
rely on adults.

In Maths, we are going to learn how to
double and group numbers, estimate
quantity and measurements, order and
write numbers and close any gaps so we
are ready for Year 1.

Small reminders:
 As the weather becomes increasingly hot, it may be necessary to bring a

sun hat and sun cream to school. The children have to apply their own
sun cream so please show them how to do this at home.

 Please make sure your child has their water bottle every day. It must only be
plain drinking water.

Thank you for all of your support this year!

Miss Robb, Miss Veitch and Miss Pole
Miss McGinley, Miss Li and Mrs Carter

These are the core skills that we will be
focusing on this term:
 Predicting and testing ideas
 Pretending and acting out

experiences
 Perseverance and challenge



The Little Mermaid
I challenge you to choose 2-3 of these homework ideas throughout

the term to help you learn more about our theme.

Tell me about your favourite
fairy tale character.

Write a story about a castle
character.

Record your family tree. Find out about Queen Elizabeth.

Design a castle.

What will it look like? How many rooms it
have? What will be in your castle? Can you

use adjectives to describe your castle?
Surprise me!

Can you think of a
different idea?

I look forward to seeing these in your Busy Book. 
Miss Robb and Miss McGinley


